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Intelligent SOC lets companies start from any point in their 
cybersecurity journey and transform operations to deliver a broad 
suite of IT and business outcomes — stronger brand protection, 
higher return on investment, reduced cost, higher profitability, and 
market leadership to name a few — in the smartest way possible. 
The basic idea is to optimize the “SOConomics” of your budget, 
resources, and the overall value derived from your upfront and 
ongoing spend.

Intelligent SOC takes an outcome-driven approach and provides 
at-will scale and flexibility: consume what you need when you need 
it, optimize, and demonstrate value to justify your current and future 
budget. Right-sizing your SOConomics pays huge dividends by 
helping to reduce and normalize capex and run costs, retain skills, 
and up-level SecOps. Metrics for demonstrating value and success 
include being able to quantify risk reduction and efficiency gains 
while moving the needle on cybersecurity.

Prior to the havoc-wreaking events of 2020, 
Gartner wrote,

Clients are reporting that 
after years of quarterly 
reporting on cybersecurity 
to their boards, the boards 
are now pushing back and 
asking for improved data and 
understanding of what they 
have achieved after years of 
such heavy investment.”* 

When cybersecurity fails, it’s a pretty big deal. Getting it to work 
well is also a big deal and the rules for doing so are less clear than 
they are, say, on the network side. 

Some of the challenges sound the same — like having too many 
point tools and alerts, and too few people to manage them all — 
but security proves more complicated. Tools don’t integrate as well 
as on the network side. Experts come and go more quickly, taking 
valuable training and tribal knowledge with them, and a frustrating 
yet undeniable element of luck exists in cybersecurity that makes 
it harder to plan, predict, and prove the value of your efforts and 
investments. 

Last but not least, security infrastructures evolve in stages as 
requirements dictate, and resources allow. Adopting a formal 
security operations center (SOC) marks an important milestone, a 
culmination of technical and process controls that underpins the 
whole security program. Your dedicated SOC team works on the 
front lines identifying issues that can lead to dreaded breaches and 
driving deeper insight to improve your security stance.

But SOC represents a big commit. Standing up a 24x7 SOC can 
easily cost $2 million and take 1 to 3 years to roll out. Once you 
get going, ongoing annual costs can easily exceed $2 million for 
staffing alone.

So when you reach the point in your cybersecurity journey  
where you conclude that you need a SOC, having a strategy  
for investing wisely proves essential. Netenrich 
Intelligent SOC provides the breadth, flexibility, and 
outcome-driven value needed to fast-track results 
while right-sizing investment.

Right-sizing 
with Intelligent SOC
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What does a SOC do today and where is it headed? 
Today’s SOC provides a centralized point for 
monitoring, detecting and responding to security 
events and incidents. SOC plays a vital role in stopping 
malware, exploits involving known vulnerabilities, 
spear phishing, malicious insider, zero-day, and 
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks.

More advanced activities like threat hunting, incident 
response, and unified threat management may now 
also begin in some SOCs or be handled in part by 
SOC-as-a-Service providers. At the end of the day, an 
efficient SOC promotes success in every aspect of 
SecOps and cybersecurity. 

The first step in any transformation journey is to 
identify clear target outcomes. Gartner writes:

Intelligent SOC starts with target outcomes and delivers on two 
levels — ops transformation and the ultimate business outcomes 
enabled by transformation. Intelligent SOC embodies Netenrich’s 
Resolution Intelligence approach that resolves today’s incidents 
and solves for future issues, so there are fewer alerts and incidents 
going forward. 

Intelligent SOC features:

CIOs focused on IT cost optimization, finance, 
risk and value to optimize risk and corporate 
performance should . . . drive cybersecurity 
priorities and investments by using an 
outcome-driven approach that balances 
investment and risk with the needs to achieve 
desired business outcomes.”

What makes the SOC 
intelligent? 

1Improving the Effectiveness of the Security Operations Center, Ponemon, June 2019Improving the Effectiveness of the Security Operations Center, Ponemon, June 2019

The lack of enthusiasm isn’t surprising given the ongoing effort, cost, 
and time it takes to build and staff the SOC, configure technology, 
build runbooks, fine-tune threat intelligence, and define procedures, 
analytics, and performance metrics.  The pressure to right-size, predict, 
and justify your security spend only stands to increase in 2021 as digital 
transformation accelerates, analyst salaries continue to rise, and 
economic environments grow more challenging. 

Intelligent SOC bridges the gap between resources and requirements 
by bringing new capabilities and flexibility to SOC investments and 
making the most of the tools and talent you already have.

Basic functions of a SOC:

Log, flow 
collection

Vulnerability 
assessment

Event triage, 
incident creation

SIEM 
management

Dynamic 
consumption model

Forward-looking 
portfolio

Ideal mix of human and 
machine intelligence

Let’s take a quick look at each.

How effective is your SOC and its ability to gather evidence 
investigate and find the source of threats?

7+ responses on a scale of 1 = not effective to 10 = highly effective
7+ responses on a scale of 1 = no ability to 10 = high ability

Ability of SOC to gather evidence, 
investigate and find the source of threats

Effectiveness of SOC
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Similarly, recent surveys by Ponemon Institute found companies 
that invested in SOC deem the returns somewhat disappointing1:



Within two short years, cybersecurity has witnessed major events 
and milestones in just about every area — new standards like 
GDPR, major ransomware attacks like WannaCry, compliance efforts 
complicated by cloud migration, an explosion of AI, and the rise 
of Work from Home in 2020. There’s no way to know what might 
happen next, or when, so you need to be ready, and able to pivot 
quickly at all times. 

A software-as-a-service approach to SOC right-sizes 
consumption based on target outcomes and fast- or suddenly-
changing needs. Intelligent SOC accommodates and promotes 
growth and innovation, and supports adoption of new best 
practices and emerging techniques. 

The process starts with defining your ultimate business 
and operational outcomes so you can adopt the ideal mix of 
solutions and expertise to reduce noise, prioritize risk, take 
action, and improve operations. Good SOConomics should 
always favor scale on demand, and should never mean painting 
yourself into a corner with large investments in tools, services, 
or long-term contracts you cannot easily change.

Dynamic outcome-driven 
consumption

Beyond investment flexibility, Intelligent SOC insulates your SOC 
investments against change with an expanded suite of functionality. 
The idea is to be able to interact with a single portal or platform to 
consume — and turn off — capabilities as you need them or simply 
wish to try them out.

For example, you might begin with alert and Security Incidents and 
Events Management (SIEM) for faster detection and noise reduction, 
then identify a need for better threat intelligence, attack surface 
management, or more hands-on help with remediation. You might 
use the attack surface intelligence (ASI) capability within Netenrich 
Intelligent SOC to clean up your external digital risk, then progress 
by adding dark web analytics or breach and attack simulation (BAS) 
to tackle areas found to be in need of prolonged attention.

Expansive 
portfolio 

MACHINE HUMAN

Contextual intel 
Noise reduction, criticality

Actionable intel 
Prioritization, recommendations

Managed intel 
Remediation

 Brand protection Profitability

Intelligent SOC

SOC as a Service Vulnerability
Assessments

Threat & Attack Surface 
Intelligence

Know first. 
Act fast.      

Offload L1, L2, L3 SIEM management 
Improve retention

Predictable run 
costs 

Promote compliance, 
scale

Ongoing vulnerability
assessment

Typical MDR Intelligent SOC-as-a-Service
Attack Surface
Intelligence

Managed
SIEM

Advanced 
analytics

EDR

Dark web artifacts 
and analysis

Breach and 
attack simulation (BAS)

Modern DLP

Threat
intelligence

Cloud, SaaS 
protection

What you need when you need it. Intelligent SOC goes beyond the 
traditional elements of SOC to include forward-looking functions like Attack 
Surface Management (ASM), vulnerability assessments, dark web strategies, and 
breach and attack simulation (BAS).



We hear a lot about how AI addresses the perennial shortage of 
cybersecurity skills. We talk less about the ramifications of having 
invaluable tribal knowledge walk out the door on a regular basis. 

An intelligent approach to SOC features a dynamic blend of human and 
machine intelligence that

Let’s take a closer look at how these three defining advantages of 
Intelligent SOC— dynamic consumption, an expansive portfolio, and 
the right mix of machine and human intelligence — factor into your 
SOConomics during each stage of the investment life cycle.

The key to successfully investing in SOC is asking the right questions 
to understand key measures, outcomes, and budget. In other words, 
you need to lay a solid foundation of expectations going in. 

How much do you need? How do you get there? How much can 
and should you spend? What should you expect to get for your 
investment? What does success look like and in what timeframe? 

Start with known goals and issues like reducing noise, false positives, 
critical incidents, and response times. Expand your thinking to include 
digital risks from misconfigurations and domain exposure. To the 
degree that you can, make a one- to three-year investment plan for 
steadily enhancing your security posture while normalizing your 
spend.

Based on what you learned in Phase I, is it better to build your own SOC 
or engage partners and providers?   

Each organization faces its own unique challenges in evolving its 
cybersecurity strategy, budget, and expertise. Fortune 100 companies 
have ample resources but must also contend with more stringent 
compliance needs. These companies may build and run their own SOCs 
to retain tighter control, clear audit trails, and deep visibility.  

That said, recent research sponsored by FireEye shows 77 percent of 
cyberattacks now target small and mid-size businesses.2 Here, the buy 
option offers the functionality and flexibility enterprises need without 
the steep upfront expenditure. 

Let’s weigh the “pros” and “cons” of each approach.

Once you capture your goals and available resources, you can move onto Phase II, 
standing up the SOC, deciding whether to build and run your own facility or engage 
SOC providers. This critical decision centers around basic SOConomics — cost, 
impact on resources, and probable outcomes — as well as culture.

If you need help defining realistic objectives, consider engaging a consultant 
or friendly security expert to help with requests for proposal (RFPs), budgeting 
and hiring plans, and negotiations with vendors and providers.

Ideal blend 
of human + machine intelligence

Phase I 
Baseline, Define Goals

“Most representations of 
risk and security readiness 
in terms of money (i.e., is 
that a $5 million risk or a 
$50 million risk?) are not 
credible and defensible, 
and even when they are 
credible, they do not 
support daily decision 
making related to priorities 
and investments in 
security.”*  Gartner

Phase II 
Standing up the SOC 

• Builds a knowledge base with each transaction 
such that, over time, machines can resolve a higher 
percentage of incidents without analyst intervention

• Captures and operationalizes tribal knowledge — 
people, process, history, and product context — for 
future use

• Scales without you having to recruit, train, and wait for 
new analysts to learn the ropes

Are we safer now than we were before?

PHASE I
Plan

PHASE II 
Stand up the SOC

PHASE III
Demonstrate value

Where do we lack 
visibility?

Where should we 
invest?

What outcomes can 
we expect?

Do we build or 
engage partners?

How do we 
configure the SIEM? 

What additional 
tools, training and 

expertise do we 
need? 

What metrics 
should we track?

Are response times 
getting faster? 

Are run costs going 
down? 

Is analyst retention 
improving? 

Is our attack surface 
shrinking? 

2https://www.fireeye.com/offers/stop-cyber-crime-against-small-medium-enterprises.

html 



Build
Standing up your own SOC means allocating (or reallocating) 
dollars for office space, utilities, phones, computers, and dozens 
of point products. If you don’t own a SIEM, you might be looking 
at $250K to buy one or, alternatively, at hefty annual subscription 
costs. 

Once the SOC is up and running,  Ponemon reported the average 
annual expenditure for a self-built SOC was about $2.86 million in 
2020. Ongoing efforts include maintaining systems and renewing 
support contracts and license fees that can run 20 percent of your 
annual operations costs. Then there’s ongoing development of 
procedural playbooks by which to operate the SOC and respond to 
incidents.

Ponemon also concluded that running a successful SOC costs 
nearly twice as much as running one that’s not regarded very highly 
(and why keep doing that?).3

Maintaining skills 

An infusion of cybersecurity skills tops most CISO’s wish-lists for 
2021. A typical SOC engineer brings proven expertise with tools, 
incident management, threat intelligence, and other specialized 
skills. This might include SIEM content development, security 
engineering, threat research, and round-the-cloud shifts of L1, L2, 
and L3 security analysts. 

Plan on analyst salaries averaging $120K+ in 2021. Time to value 
comes into play as respondents say it may take up six or seven 
months to recruit and bring analysts up to speed only to have many 
leave within two years. The cost of hiring, training and retaining 
staff will only increase as the cybersecurity skills shortage 
escalates. A provider- or platform-based approach insulates you 
from sharp fluctuations to keep budgets predictable and promote 
more dynamic, outcomes-based scalability.

If you have enough qualified people now, can you afford to hang 
onto or replace them as the SOC scales? When someone does 
leave, how long might it take to replace the tribal knowledge that 
goes with them?  

Whether you build your own facility or not, you will need to find, 
train and maintain an internal team with specific cybersecurity 
skills and tool expertise. You’ll need considerably more analysts in 
the do-it-yourself (DIY) model, which may be the biggest deciding 
factor in “buy vs. build.”

Last but not least, there’s the time and effort required to operation-
alize investments in technical controls, processes and people. 

Buy
As an alternative to greenfield deployments, engagements with 
managed security service providers (MSSPs) or SOC-as-a-Service 
solutions can get up and running within a few weeks, with no major 
capital outlay or commitment to own and operate equipment. Some 
providers say the three-year cost of ownership for a co-managed 
SOC is roughly half that of a self-built SOC but such estimates vary 
depending on the type and scope of engagements.

With SOC-as-a-Service you also don’t need to recruit and retain as 
many full-time employees (FTEs) to achieve 24/7 coverage, and if 
solutions disappoint, you can course-correct quickly by opting out. 
Third-party providers are better able to hire, upskill, and retain top 
talent with ongoing training and a clear career path. 

Shifts FTEs Total

Basic SOConomics
 SOC can mean

 
 

Ponemon survey 
respondents estimate the 
average analyst salary at 
just over  and expect 
that to increase  percent
in 2020.

3The Economics of Security Operations Centers: What Is the True Cost for 
Effective Results? Ponemon Institute, January 2020
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The more effective the SOC, the higher the cost. Respondents were asked to rate the effective-
ness of the SOC in detecting attacks. Respondents who rate their effectiveness as very high (9+ 
responses) tend to spend more to improve the SOC's ability to detect attacks. 

Rate the effectiveness of your organization's SOC in detecting attacks from 
1 = low effectiveness to 10 = high effectiveness. 

US$ MILLIONS 



That said, the greatest potential upside of engaging a provider or 
platform approach is not just that you’ll need fewer new people, but 
that you’ll be better able to retain and cultivate the talent you have.  
With the right partner and top-flight teams in place on both sides, your 
internal team’s job satisfaction should rise while stress levels and alert 
fatigue tamp down. 

Skilled analysts advance more quickly, which may mean you’ll need 
to pay them more. Even so, the value inherent in preserving tribal 
knowledge and continuing to build skills within your existing team 
more than makes up the difference. 

How valuable is it to have more time to spend on high-impact efforts 
like threat hunting, improving threat modeling and incident response, 
conducting red/blue/purple team exercises, and applying advanced 
analytics? When you offload basic Level 1 and 2 tasks, as well as some 
vetting and contextualization of potential issues, your team can act 
more quickly and, at the end of the day, SecOps and analytics improve.

Netenrich Intelligent SOC speeds response while also improving 
qualitative aspects that improve resolution over time.

 

• How accurate are criticality ratings and prioritization?

• Are actionable recommendations for remediation 
provided?

• What percentage of issues get resolved by machines?

• Is threat intelligence well-contextualized to alerts?

For a truly intelligent approach to investing in SOC, we need 
to contemplate results on two levels: Ops transformation and 
business transformation. Let’s take Ops first. 

One target outcome for SOC investments has always been speed, 
which can be seen as both a function and a component of efficiency. 
The longer an attacker hangs around inside your infrastructure 
before being detected the more havoc they can wreak. Reducing 
the time it takes to find, validate, contextualize and act on events 
lowers your risk—and cost—so we track SOC efficiency in terms of:

Phase III 
Demonstrating value

Reduced 
response times

Reduced  
noise 

Decreasing false 
positives to speed 
qualification and 

prioritization

Faster time 
to detect and 

escalate

Reduced 
consumption 

of SOC analyst 
time

Logs Alerts 140+ integrations

Event correlation
People, problem, process

historic context
Identify events 

that matter

Issues auto 
resolved

Resolution

Recommendations,
Tribal knowledge

codefied

Collaboration
Functional Sourcing

Contextual Intelligence
60%<noise, 30%<false positives
Faster MTTA, MTTD, escalations

Managed Intelligence

Actionable Intelligence
Right people, content engaged

to resolve incidents

Intelligent SOC puts time on your side



Efficiency includes optimizing workflows and communications 
between various solution sets, a major reason some organizations 
engage managed service providers to begin with. For example, 
both logging and endpoint solutions may generate alerts, and each 
might feed directly into a SIEM. Deep expertise and integration is 
needed to reconcile alert management across the two solutions. 
Data might  be split across multiple systems, and making it hard to 
figure out what actually happened, or where to look first.  

An effective, intelligence-driven SOC improves resolution by 
applying richer context and better, faster correlation — two 
capabilities that prove hard to quantify in and of themselves. Go 
beyond thinking about value in terms of transactions (alerts, tickets, 
escalations, man-hours), to consider true Ops transformation and 
ultimate business outcomes. 

Speed and efficiency go hand-in-hand. In a recent IDC report, respondents cited 
their top reasons for engaging providers, which include streamlining complexity, 
utilizing new technologies, and enhancing visibility.

Demonstrating Attack Surface Reduction

Aligning with the business
Maybe someday we’ll reach the point where being able to show that 
you have a well-tuned SOC or ongoing attack surface management 
will directly improve your security ratings, or even lower your annual 
cyber-insurance premiums, like having good cyber-cholesterol. 

But we aren’t quite there yet.  In the meantime, we can still ascribe 
value to certain aspects of process optimization and risk reduction. 

For example, no one wants to learn from a customer, partner, or 
competitor that something is exposed to the public Internet. Yet in-
house SOCs are rarely first to identify and respond to new threats, 
which reflects badly on the team and leaves analysts playing catch-
up. How valuable would it be to have your team be first to know 
when there’s a problem (at least more of the time)?

What about being able to demonstrate a quickly and steadily 
shrinking attack surface — a sharp decline in exposed ports, 
expiring certificates, vulnerabilities, and brand exposure? Along 
with avoiding costly breaches and saving time identifying real 
threats, attack surface intelligence may even impact the scope of 
compliance requirements. 

For example, if you’re subject to Payment Card Industry (PCI) 
requirements for accepting credit cards, you need to be able to 
demonstrate that you know where all transaction data resides, 
and that it does or doesn’t touch the public Internet. Solutions like 
Netenrich ASI can dramatically reduce the burden on your internal 
resources by discovering quickly which assets are public-facing.

Improve performance and efficiency 

Improve mean time to detect (MTTD) 
and mean time to respond (MTTR)  

To utilize emerging security tools and 
technologies 

Streamline the complexity of managing 
too many point products 

Provide visbility across all my 
security controls 

To meet compliance requirements 

To reduce costs associated with 
implementing own security in-house 

Gain assistance in managing security 
during digital transformation 

engagements and projects 

Top Reasons to Use Security Service Provider

 Please select the top 5 reasons that are most important when
 using a security services provider.
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Thinking even bigger, what might it mean to break down those brick 
walls between NetOps, SecOps and Cloud Ops? To source alerts to 
server or firewall outages, or to malware attacks within minutes 
and be able to engage the right analysts on each team without 
bothering others?

Could the time, skills, and budget it takes to build and run your own 
SOC be better spent? The ultimate decision is not merely one of 
pure cost or economics, but the overall SOConomics that reflect the 
value and resolution you ultimately derive from investments.

For many mid- to large-sized enterprises and MSSPs themselves, 
an Intelligent SOC approach can introduce immediate and ongoing 
efficiencies that reduce run costs, bridge skills gaps, and propel their 
overall cybersecurity strategy forward.

The key to driving transformation — and innovation — is more and 
better intelligence, so your security operations constantly need to 
get smarter. Modern cybersecurity operations combine machine 
intelligence with skilled expertise in new and smarter ways. 

Based on Netenrich Resolution Intelligence, Intelligent SOC creates 
a best of both worlds model combining

• Machine and human intelligence

• SaaS platforms and functional sourcing

• Network, security and cloud domain expertise

The real question is. . .

Redefining resolution

6 Steps to Resolution. 
Netenrich Resolution Netenrich Resolution 
Intelligence starts with Intelligence starts with 
target outcomes for digital target outcomes for digital 
operations – NetOps, SecOps, operations – NetOps, SecOps, 
CloudOps, etc. – and adds CloudOps, etc. – and adds 
automation, risk perspective, automation, risk perspective, 
operationalized tribal operationalized tribal 
knowledge, and resolution to knowledge, and resolution to 
align efforts and investment align efforts and investment 
with goals for the business with goals for the business 
and risk management.and risk management.

OUTCOME
DRIVEN

BIG DATA / AIOPS
Correlation, context,

collaboration

   TRANSFORMATION

RESOLUTION

Incidents now,
issues from

now on

OPERATIONALIZED
INTELLIGENCE, TPP
Machine learning, tribal 
knowledge

SECURITY
IT aligned with 
business; from

cost center
to change enabler

Internal &
external risk
perspective

Netenrich Resolution Intelligence transforms digital operations and 
aligns with business needs. We start with outcomes, apply human and 
machine intelligence, and act or recommend remediation to suit your 
target approach.



Try before you buy
The only real way to assess value is to try things out, so don’t take 
our word for it. Contact Netenrich to arrange demos and trials of 
Intelligent SOC capabilities so you can experience the power of easy 
onboarding, quality insights, and rapid time to value for yourself.

Visit https://netenrich.com/isoc to start right-sizing your 
SOConomics right now.

Partnering with Netenrich overcomes challenges inherent in both 
the DIY and traditional MSSP models:

Fear of commitment
If a provider pressures you to sign up for three to five years before 
even trying out its service, ask to try it first. Ask what recourse 
you have if SLAs consistently go unmet. Request references from 
customers with challenges similar to yours.

Buying outcomes 
Most pricing models are based on things like how many alerts your 
infrastructure generates, how many devices generate them, and 
how much engineering support the provider expects to allocate to 
process them all. Flip the conversation by buying only the outcomes 
you need, with the freedom to turn capabilities off and on at will.

Consuming outcomes streamlines investment and ensures you get 
what you need when you need it, with a wide range of capabilities 
available through one provider, one platform, and one user interface.

Getting what you pay for
Is the technology being used enterprise-grade and best-in-class? 
Is the team making sound recommendations based on broad 
experience? Have the playbooks provided been road-tested? Are 
they well-suited to your environment? 

How intuitive and insightful are the user interface and analytics? 
Can analysts log into a self-service portal to customize rules, 
dashboards, and reports? 

At the end of the day, the value of any solution pivots on quality of 
experience. This includes alleviating the grind of working in the SOC, 
and having a provider bring deep knowledge and expertise.

 *Source: The Urgency to Treat Cybersecurity as a Business Decision, Gartner, Feb. 2020

Visit https://netenrich.com/isoc to start right-sizing right now

